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State of the art technology for FPV Flight

W-TRACKER®

Wireless Head Tracker

Instruction Manual
OVERVIEW
W-TrackerR is a state of the art wireless inertial head tracking system intended for FPV flight
and based on inertial sensors to determine the FPV pilot head relative position to the ground.
The system consist in a set of 2 units, a RF transmitter (TX) module that includes the inertial
sensors and a RF receiver (RX) Buddy Box module that includes the PPM interface with the RC
model controllers.

Head Tracker

Buddy Box
The TX sensor module is RF (FM) linked to the R-TackR RX interface module using the
433MHz ISM Band. 10 different RF Channels are available to allow the use of up to 10 RTrackR units simultaneously.

Transmitter

Receiver
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R-TackR includes 3 cables:
1.- Head Tracker supply cable.
2.- Futaba connector for stand – alone use
3.- Futaba connector for master – slave use.

W-TrackerR is designed to be used with a single transmitter, or between a trainer transmitter,
and a student transmitter. When used in Master - Slave mode, The student Tx is supplied
through the W-TrackerR.
R

The connectors on the W-Tracker modules are standard 3.5mm 4pin jack receptacles in order
to make the system compatible with several radio models. See annex for pin-out reference.

W-TrackerR is shipped with a power supply cable compatible with the Fatshark RCV922
headset battery connector. For other FPV headsets, please check annex to adapt or build the
power supply cable. Same happens with the transmitter connectors, R-TackR is shipped with
Futaba connectors, but connectors as WFLY and others can be used, please check annex to
adapt or build the transmitter cables.

HEAD TRACKER MODULE
The Head tracker module includes the inertial sensors, and a 433MHz micro FM transmitter.
In the top of the HT there is a bicolour movement indicator light and a pushbutton for
configuration purposes.
In the Bottom Side there is a rotary switch to select the radio channel to be used. It is possible to
use up to 10 W-TrackerR simultaneously. You should select the same channel in the Head
Tracker module and in the buddy box module.
There is a 4 pin 3.5mm jack receptacle in the right side of the HT that supplies the HT unit with
the same 2S Li-Po battery that supplies the FPV headset.
Configuration
Push-Button

Activity LED

Battery Output
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Battery Input

Channel Select
Rotary Switch

It is recommended to use a velcro-type adhesive tape to mount the Head Tracker on the FPV
headset.
The battery power connectors are connected in parallel, so once connected to the battery they
are supplying power to the Head Tracker. This is important because if you are not using the
Head Tracker it is recommended to disconnect the battery from the power supply
connector to avoid a complete discharge of the headset battery.
Before fixing the Head Tracker on the headset, you should set the HT channel frequency. Use
the same plastic screwdriver used for the channel frequency selection in the RC transmitter.
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Once selected the channel you can mount the Head Tracker on the FPV headset.
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Adjusting Sensitivity
R

The horizontal movement sensitivity can be set with the Push Button. The W-Tracker allows
3 sensitivity modes: High, Medium and Low. Sensitivity affects to the motion threshold
detection.

W-TrackerR determines horizontal position only when you move your head, so if you are
moving continuously the HT, there will be a cumulative error position. In the highest sensitivity
mode, even a very slow movement will be detected by the HT, so the probability to experiment
error position will be higher, in the other side, the movement is detected instantaneously. By
lowering the sensitivity you will have less error position.
By pushing continuously the push button, the HT will show you first a red light (High
Sensitivity), after a green light (Medium Sensitivity) and finally an orange light (Low
Sensitivity). By releasing the push button when the light is in the desired colour, you will set
the sensitivity.

Cold Start
When HT starts it determines the “zero position” and during this process it is mandatory to keep
still the HT. Once determined the “zero position”, the green light will blink during 2 minutes
(approx) what means the HT is performing temperature compensation.
If during starting process the Red Led is continuously blinking, it means that it cannot
determine the zero position, so you should disconnect the unit from the battery and reconnect
after 3 seconds again.

Offset
System is designed to cancel the horizontal drift, but in exceptional cases, if you observe any
drift, just stop completely your head and wait until the servo motion stops, after that any drift
will disappear.
If during the use of the HT you experiment any offset position (due to the cumulative errors),
you can compensate it by moving your head to the operation limit side of the deviation; by
exceeding the HT detection limit you will set a new offset (opposite to the original) to the
movement that will cancel the original offset.

Working normally (without offset)
zero

Left Limit

Right Limit
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Left offset correction by moving your head beyond the Left limit
offset

Left Limit

Right offset correction by moving your head beyond the Right limit
offset

Right Limit

In both cases, the HT takes the last position (beyond the limit) as the new limit, and allows the
user the offset correction.

BUDDY BOX MODULE
The Buddy Box module has 2 x 3.5mm 4 PIN jack receptacles ‘A’ and ‘B’ as follows:
LED Indicator
Push Button

B

A

There are also 2 connectors for the RC transmitters:
SHORT CABLE

Cable for Master RC Transmitter
(teacher)

LONG CABLE

Cable for Slave RC Transmitter
(student)
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The Buddy Box works generating or reading PPM streams from the RC transmitters. It reads
PPM signals from receptacle B and transmits PPM signals trough receptacles A and B.
Buddy Box working modes are:
•

“PPM GEN” Stand Alone Mode
In this mode the Buddy Box generates a PPM data stream like a student RC transmitter;
when the trainer function is activated on the RC transmitter, the channels associated to
the Pan & Tilt motion will be activated.
This mode can only be used if your TX has the option to disable the trainer channels not
used for the Pan & Tilt Function.
This mode is typically used when the RC system is working in PCM Mode and the
student RC transmitter is not connected, although it can be also used in PPM mode.
You should use the short cable to connect the RC transmitter to the Buddy Box
receptacle A or B (it doesn’t matter).

B
A
•

“PPM FeedBack” Stand Alone Mode
In this mode the Buddy Box reads the PPM data stream from your RC transmitter and
inserts the Pan & Tilt information on the PPM stream. Once done that, it feeds back the
PPM stream to your RC transmitter again. When the trainer function is activated on the
RC transmitter, the channels associated to the Pan & Tilt motion will be activated.
If your TX has not the option to disable any trainer channel, you should use this
operation mode, remember to set your RC transmitter in PPM to work in this mode.
This mode is typically used with RC transmitters that cannot disable the not-used trainer
channels and the student RC transmitter is not connected.
You should use the short cable to connect the RC transmitter to the Buddy Box
receptacle B.

B
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•

Teacher - Student Mode
In this mode the Buddy Box reads the PPM data stream from the Student RC transmitter
and inserts the Pan & Tilt information on the PPM stream to the Teacher RC
transmitter. When the trainer function is activated on the Teacher RC transmitter, the
channels associated to the Pan & Tilt motion plus the student channels will be activated.
This mode is typically used in Teacher – Student Mode. Remember to set the Student
RC transmitter in PPM mode. Teacher RC Transmitter may be in PPM or PCM.
You should use the short cable to connect the Teacher RC transmitter to the Buddy
Box receptacle A, and use the long cable to connect the student RC transmitter to the
Buddy Box receptacle B.

Student

Teacher

Student

Teacher

PPM

PPM or PCM
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BUDDY BOX CONFIGURATION
To enter in configuration mode, push the config. button during 0.5s and release it; after that a
green LED will blink showing the different configuration options:

Push config. button during 0.5s and release it to
enter in the configuration mode

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Push config. button
during 0.5s and
release it to modify
option 3

. . .

Sub option 1

Sub option 2

Sub option 3

Option “n”
Push config. button
during 0.5s and
release it to select
suboption 3

Buddy Box
Acknowledgement

If you want to enter into the Option Menu, just push the config button again and you will enter
into the sub-menu; then a red LED will blink showing you the submenu options. To change the
configuration option, push again the config button. The buddy box will acknowledge your
choice by flashing red and green leds. After that it will continue with the next option menu.

R-TackR configurable options are the following:

.......
.......
.......
.......

(4 times)
(5 times)
(6 times)
(7 times)

PPM Mode:
PPM Modulation:
Number of Channels:
Extended mode:
Pan motion invert:
Tilt motion invert:
Disable motion:

GEN / PPM Feed Back
PPM+ / PPM6 to 8
Normal / Extended
Normal / Inverted
Normal / Inverted
No Disable / Disable Pan / Disable Tilt

Minimum number of channels is 6.
Default options are shown in red.
Futaba Transmitters use PPM- Modulation.
Once defined the number of channels, the buddy box will put the Pan & Tilt information into
the last 2 Channels, for example, if you programmed “Number of Channels” = 6, Pan & Tilt
information will be set in channels 5 and 6. By default number of channels is 8 and Pan & Tilt
are in channels 7 and 8.
Number of Channles = 8

Pan Tilt
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“Extended mode” is intended to fix the Pan & Tilt information on channels 7 and 8; for
example, if you programmed “Number of Channels” = 6, Pan & Tilt information will be set in
channels 7 and 8, extending the number of channels of your RC transmitter from 6 to 8. Another
example, if you programmed “Number of Channels” = 6, Pan & Tilt information will be set in
channels 7 and 8, extending the number of channels of your RC transmitter from 7 to 8.
This function could not work in all RC controllers.
To restore default options, push configuration button and keep it pushed during 3 seconds, after
that, release it and it will reload the default options shown previously.

ANNEX
Buddy Box Connectors Pin-Out:

Head Tracker Pin-Out:

